We consider a portfolio optimization problem which is formulated as a stochastic control problem. Risky asset prices obey a logarithmic Brownian motion, and interest rates vary according to an ergodic Markov diffusion process. The goal is to choose optimal investment and consumption policies to maximize the infinite horizon expected discounted HARA utility of consumption. A dynamic programming principle is used to derive the dynamic programming equation (DPE). The sub-supersolution method is used to obtain existence of solutions of the DPE. The solutions are then used to derive the optimal investment and consumption policies.
Introduction
In the classical Merton portfolio optimization problem, an investor dynamically allocates wealth between a risky and a riskless asset and chooses a consumption rate, with the goal of maximizing total expected discounted utility of consumption. For HARA utility function the Merton problem has a simple explicit solution. See for example Fleming and Soner [FlSo] Example 5.2. In the Merton model, the interest rate r of the riskless asset is a constant and the risky asset price fluctuates randomly according to a logarithmic Brownian motion. However, in our real world, even for the money in the bank, the interest rate may fluctuate from time to time. Therefore, in the present paper we assume that the "riskless" interest rate r t is an ergodic Markov diffusion process on the real line −∞ < r < ∞. A typical example is the Vasicek model, in which r t is of Ornstein -Uhlenbeck type. In addition, the change of interest rate could be correlated with the price fluctuating of the risky asset. A recent example is that, the US Federal Reserve has lowered the interest rate several times since 2000, due to the bad performance of the US stock markets. We also take this into account in this paper. Please see Section 2 for details.
Another motivation for our work comes from models for optimal investment, production and consumption, of a kind considered by Fleming and Stein [FlSt2] . This interpretation of our model will be explained at the end of Section 2. See also Fleming and Pang [FlP] .
We use the dynamic programming method. The stochastic control problem which we consider has state variables x t , r t , where x t is the wealth. The controls are the fraction u t of wealth in the risky asset and c t = Ct xt where C t is the consumption rate. The state dynamics are the stochastic differential equations (2.1) − (2.4). For HARA utility, the value function V (x, r) is a homogeneous function of x: V (x, r) = 1 γ x γ W (r), where γ is the HARA parameter. For γ > 0, a source of technical difficulty is that W (r) increases rapidly to infinity as |r| → ∞. In fact, Z(r) = log W (r) should grow quadratically as |r| → ∞. The dynamic programming equation (2.14) for V (x, r) is equivalent to a nonlinear ordinary differential equation (2.22) for Z(r). We call (2.22) the reduced dynamic programming equation.
We use a method of subsolution and supersolution to show that the reduced dynamic programming equation (2.22) has a solutionZ(r) with appropriate behavior as |r| → ∞. The sub/supersolution method is developed in Section 3. It is applied in Section 4 with γ > 0, to find a classical solutionZ(r) to (2.22) which is bounded below and which grows at most quadratically as |r| → ∞. A verification result (Theorem 3) then shows thatZ(r) =Z(r) and that the corresponding control policies u * (r), c * (r) in formulas (4.60) are optimal. These results require that 0 < γ <γ for suitableγ ≤ 1. In Section 5 we consider γ < 0. In this caseW (r) = exp(Z(r)) decays to 0 as |r| → ∞ like |r| 2(γ−1) . The verification result is Theorem 5 in this case.
The results in this paper are adapted from the second author's Ph.D thesis [Pang] . In Chapter 2 of [Pang] , a related optimal investment problem on a finite time horizon 0 ≤ t ≤ T was also considered. The goal is then to choose an investment control u t to maximize expected HARA utility of final wealth
. This model is of a type previously considered by Bielecki and Pliska [BiPl] , Zariphopoulou [Z] , Fleming and Sheu [FlSh1] . The analysis for that finite horizon stochastic control problem is considerably simpler than for the optimal investment-consumption model considered in the present paper.
Fleming and Hernandez-Hernandez [FlHH] considered an investment/ consumption model in which the interest rate is constant but the volatility of the risky asset price is stochastic. The approach in [FlHH] has some features in common with the present paper. However, the methods and technical issues to be resolved in the two papers are different.
Our methods should apply to a wider class of stochastic control problems in which the dynamic programming equation reduces to an ODE of the form −LZ = h(r, Z) as in (4.3). The function h(r, Z) in (4.2) is the sum of a term γQ(r) − β and a decreasing function of Z. The function Q(r) grows quadratically as |r| → ∞. This feature significantly complicated the analyses in Section 4 and 5, in the cases γ > 0 and γ < 0.
The Dynamic Programming Equation
We use a logarithmic Brownian motion to describe the price P t of the risky asset:
where b, σ 1 are positive constants and w 1,t is a standard 1-dimensional Brownian motion. Let x t be the wealth at time t. The investment control u t at time t is the fraction of wealth invested in the risky asset. So (1 − u t ) is the fraction of the wealth invested on the riskless asset. Denote C t the consumption rate at time t. For technical reasons, we take c t ≡ Ct xt as a control instead of C t . Suppose the initial wealth is x > 0. Then the stochastic differential equation for the process x t is
where r t is the interest rate of the riskless asset at time t. Instead of a constant interest rate in the classical Merton's model, we consider a randomly fluctuating interest rate model:
where σ 2 is a constant andw t is a standard 1-dimensional Brownian motion. In some cases, the fluctuation of the interest rate is correlated with the price change of the risky asset. To describe this, we let w t = (w 1,t , w 2,t ) be a standard 2-dimensional Brownian motion. Definew t such that 5) where ρ ∈ [−1, 1] is a constant. Since w 1,t and w 2,t are independent, we have
So ρ is the correlation coefficient.
In this paper, we will consider the generalized Vasicek model:
where K, α, c 1 and c 2 are positive constants. We consider a HARA utility function U (·):
Our goal is then to maximize the objective function 11) where (u . , c . ) belong to a class Π of admissible controls. Then our value function is
We require that the control (u t , c t ; t ≥ 0) is an R 2 -valued process. In addition, we require that it is F t -progressively measurable for some (w 1,t ,w t )-adapted increasing family of σ-algebras (F t , t ≥ 0). See Fleming and Soner [FlSo] Chapter 4 for details. In certain cases, (u t , c t ) may be obtained from locally Lipschitz continuous control policies (u, c):
where x t is obtained by substituting these policies in (1.1).
We also assume that c t ≥ 0, and there is no constraint for the value of u t . In other words, we take the u-value space U = (−∞, ∞) in this paper. The negative value of u t corresponds to disinvestment such as short-selling.
In addition, we require that
Given this, we can use the Ito's differential rule to verify that
is a solution of (2.1) − (2.2). We can see that x t > 0 as long as x > 0.
Remark 1
The admissible control space Π will be specified later in Definition 3 (γ > 0 case) and Definition 4 (γ < 0 case). For fixed β > 0, there exists a constantγ ≤ 1 such that 0 < γ <γ will insure that V (x, r) < ∞. For a constant interest r, a condition about β and γ is given in Fleming and Soner [FlSo] page 176.
Remark 2 The log utility case, which corresponds to HARA utility with γ = 0, is studied in Pang [Pang] Section 1.4. It is much easier to deal with.
By the definition of V (x, r), using the dynamic programming principle, we can obtain that the corresponding dynamic programming equation is
(2.14)
For details, please refer to Fleming and Soner [FlSo] Section 4.5. Since we consider a HARA utility function which is homogeneous in x with an order of γ, it is not hard to get the following lemma:
Lemma 1 V (x, r) is homogeneous in x with an order of γ.
Proof. According to (2.1) − (2.2), for any k > 0, we have
Thus we have
V (x, r) = sup u.,c.
J(x, r, u., c.)
= sup
u.,c.
x γ J(1, r, u., c.)
That is, V (x, r) is homogeneous in x.
Q.E.D. From Lemma 1, we can suppose that
Then, the differential equation for W (r) can be written as
By the definition of V (x, r), it is not hard to know that the suitable W (r) should be positive. Actually, if W (r) > 0 and smooth enough, we can define
Then we have
Actually, (u * , c * ) will be verified to be the optimal control policy later in Section 4 and Section 5 for γ > 0 and γ < 0, respectively. Now we can rewrite the differential equation of W (r) as
where
We can see that Q(r) is quadratic with respect to r. Let We call (2.22) the reduced DPE. Our goal is to find a suitable solutionṼ (x, r) of the DPE (2.14) and verify thatṼ (x, r) is equal to the value function defined by (2.12). To obtainṼ (x, r), it is sufficient to find a suitable solution Z(r) of (2.22). Then,Ṽ (x, r) = 1 γ x γ e Z(r) will be the desired solution of (2.14). Although (2.22) is a nonlinear equation, we can get some existence results by using a subsolution-supersolution method.
Investment, production and consumption model. In addition to Merton-type, small investor portfolio optimization problems with randomly fluctuation interest rates, another motivation for our work comes from considering models of the following kind. An economic unit has productive capital and also liabilities in the form of debt. Let K t denote the worth of capital at time t and L t the debt. K t changes through investment, at rate I t . Debt changes through interest payments, investment, consumption C t and income from production Y t :
It is assume that productivity of capital fluctuates randomly about a mean rate b. This is expressed by writing (formally)
with w 1,t a Brownian motion as above. The constraints imposed are K t ≥ 0, C t ≥ 0, x t > 0, where x t = K t − L t is the net worth of the economic unit. By subtracting (2.24) from (2.23) we find that x t satisfies the stochastic differential equation (2.1) with
If no bounds are imposed on the investment rate I t , then u t can be taken as the investment control and c t the consumption control. The constraint K t ≥ 0 is equivalent to the "no short selling" constraint u t ≥ 0. We will ignore this constraint in the sections to follow. To include, it requires rather easy modifications. For example, in (2.14), the first sup would be taken over u ≥ 0 rather than over all u.
In [FlSt2] , a similar international finance and debt model was considered. In that interpretation the economic unit is a nation. Y t represents the national gross domestic product and L t is the foreign debt. However, instead of a "mean reverting" model (2.3) for the interest rate r t , it is assumed in [FlSt2] that (formally)
with w 2,t a Brownian motion. As in the Merton problem, there is an explicit solution in the model considered in [FlSt2] . However, if the interest rate r t satisfies the SDE (2.3), then the optimal investment and consumption policies u * (r), c * (r) depend on the solution W (r) to a reduced dynamic programming equation as in (2.16) and (2.17). This differential equation, or the equivalent differential equation for Z(r) = log W (r) can be solved numerically.
Method of Subsolution and Supersolution
In this section, we will give an existence result for some type of ODEs which include (2.22). The method of subsolution and supersolution will be used. This idea is partially from [P] , [BSW] and [W] .
Consider a second order differential equation
First let us define subsolutions and supersolutions of (3.1).
Definition 1 A function Z is said to be a subsolution of (3.1) on the whole real line if
Z is a supersolution ifZ rr ≤H(r,Z,Z r ). In addition, (Z ,Z) is said to be a pair of ordered subsolution and supersolution of (3.1) if they also satisfy Z (r) ≤Z(r), ∀r ∈ R.
We also want to define supersolutions and subsolutions of the corresponding boundary value problem on a finite interval [r 1 , r 2 ]
Definition 2 A function Z is said to be a subsolution of (3.2) if
Z is a supersolution of (3.2) ifZ
In addition, Z andZ are said to be ordered subsolution and supersolution if they also satisfy
First we will show that similar existence result holds for (3.2). Then we will extend the result to the whole real line and get an existence result of (3.1). (2.22) will be a special case. The following lemma is needed.
Lemma 2 Let F (r, z, p) be continuous and bounded on J × R 2 , where J = [r 1 , r 2 ]. Then the boundary value problem
has at least one solution.
Proof.
This is a direct result of Walter [W] page 262 Existence Theorem XX.
Some a priori estimates are needed to get the existence results for the boundary value problem (3.2).
where Z (r) andZ(r) are subsolution and supersolution of (3.2), respectively. Define
for r ∈ J and |z| ≤ 3M , where M is given by (3.3) and C 1 > 0, C 2 ≥ 0 are two constants. Then there exists a constant Λ,, which only depends on M, C 1 and C 2 , such that |Z r | ≤ Λ, on J.
Then, by the above definition, we can get that if |p| ≥μ, we have
Take constants k, δ such that
Then we can verify that
Given this, noting (3.4), we can show that
r +μw 2 r = 0. Now, by virtue of Gilbarg and Trudinger [GT] Theorem 10.1 (page 263), we can get
Similarly, forŵ(r) ≡ −w(r), using the same method, we can get
Therefore, for any r ∈ (r 0 , r 0 + δ), we have
Since r 0 ∈ J is arbitrary, we are done.
Lemma 4 SupposeH(r, z, p) is strictly increasing with respect to z, and it satisfies (3.4). If Z andZ are ordered subsolution and supersolution of (3.2) on J = [r 1 , r 2 ], then the boundary value problem (3.2) has at least one solution on J such that
where Λ 0 ≡ max{Λ, max J Z r , max JZr } and Λ is a constant as in Lemma 3. SinceH(r, z, p) is strictly increasing with respect to z, and it satisfies (3.4), it is not hard to extendH to the domain J × R 2 , such that it is a continuous, bounded function and it is strictly increasing with respect to z. Denote the extension to beH. In addition, we can suppose thatH satisfies (3.4). For example, we can takẽ
It is not hard to verify thatH(r, z, p) is a bounded continuous function on J × R 2 . In addition,H(r, z, p) is strictly increasing with respect to z and it satisfies (3.4).
Take constants
Now according to Lemma 2, we know that the boundary value problem
has a solution, say, Z(r). Now we need to show that Z ≤ Z ≤Z and |Z r | ≤ Λ 0 . Assume that Z ≤Z does not always hold on J. ThenZ − Z is negative in an open set I 0 and is nonnegative at its endpoints. SupposeZ − Z reaches its minimum at r 0 ∈ I 0 , then we haveZ
. Noting thatH is strictly increasing with respect to z, we can get
can not reach its minimum in I 0 . This is a contradiction. Therefore, we must have Z ≤Z on J. A similar argument gives Z ≤ Z. Further, sinceH satisfies (3.4), following the same procedure in the proof of Lemma 3, we can show that |Z r | ≤ Λ ≤ Λ 0 on J. Therefore, we can get thatH(r, Z, Z r ) =H(r, Z, Z r ). Therefore, Z is a solution of (3.2).
Q.E.D.
The following uniqueness result is needed later.
Lemma 5 (Uniqueness) SupposeH(r, z, p) is strictly increasing with respect to z, and it satisfies (3.4). If two C 2 functions Z(r) andZ(r) are solutions of (3.1) on
Proof. Let ψ(r) ≡ Z(r) −Z(r). Then we have that ψ(r 1 ) = ψ(r 2 ) = 0. Assume that ψ reaches it minimum at r 0 ∈ (r 1 , r 2 ), such that ψ(r 0 ) < 0, that is, Z(r 0 ) <Z(r 0 ), and Z r (r 0 ) =Z r (r 0 ). Then, by virtue of (3.1) and the definition of ψ, noting thatH(r, z, p) is strictly increasing with z, we can get
This contradicts the assumption that ψ reaches its minimum at r 0 ∈ (r 1 , r 2 ). Therefore, we must have Z(r) ≥Z(r) on J. The same argument for ψ =Z − Z will lead to
Let Z(r),Z(r) be a pair of ordered subsolution and supersolution of (3.1) on the whole real line, that is, ∀r ∈ R,
(3.11)
According to the definitions, it is immediate that Z andZ are ordered subsolution and supersolution of the following problem on any
Now by virtue of Lemma 4, the above problem has at least one solutionZ
ThenZ m is continuous. Further, we have the following lemma:
Lemma 6 For any m, we have
Proof. By definition, for any m, we must have
So we only need to show thatZ
By the definitions of {Z m , m = 1, 2, 3, ...}, it is sufficient to show that the above inequality holds on I m . Actually, it is not hard to verify thatZ m+1 is a subsolution of (3.12) − (3.13) on I m . Then by virtue of Lemma 4, there exists a solutionZ * (r) of (3.12) − (3.13), such thatZ
Noting the result of Lemma 5, we must havẽ
which implies that (3.14) holds on I m . This completes our proof.
Finally, we have the following existence result.
Theorem 1 SupposeH(r, z, p) is strictly increasing with respect to z, and it satisfies (3.4). Let Z ,Z be a pair of ordered subsolution and supersolution of (3.1) on R. Then (3.1) has a solution Z(r) such that
Proof.
Consider the sequence {Z m } as in Lemma 6. It is easy to show thatZ m converges in pointwise sense to a function Z as m → ∞.
Since any bounded interval J is contained in I m for some m, a C 2 function Z is a solution of (3.1) if it satisfies (3.1) in I m for any m. Let m be fixed, and let k > m be arbitrary. Then for r ∈ I m ,Z k (r) satisfies
Since Z ≤Z k ≤Z, ∀r ∈ I m , we know that {Z k } is uniformly bounded on I m . In addition, noting Lemma 3, we can get that { Given the above results, using the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, we can show that {Z m } contains a subsequence which converges in C 2 (I m ) to a functionZ ∈ C 2,α (I m ). Since {Z k } converges to Z in pointwise sense,Z must coincide with Z. Moreover, the whole sequence {Z k } converges in C 2 (I m ) to Z as k → ∞. Let k → ∞, and we can get that Z is a solution of (3.1) on I m . By the arbitrariness of I m , Z is a solution of (3.1) on R. Q.E.D. Now we only need to find a pair of ordered subsolution and supersolution to get the existence of the classical solutionZ(r) = Z(r). Then we can obtain the classical solutionṼ (x, r) = 1 γ x γ eZ (r) . This will be done for γ > 0 case in Section 4 and for γ < 0 case in Section 5. The solution will be verified to be the value function in both cases. These verification results imply that the solution Z(r) to (3.1) satisfying the bounds (3.16) is unique.
It is not hard to show that the function H(r, z, p) defined by (2.21) is strictly increasing with respect to z, and it satisfies (3.4). Therefore, we have the following lemma:
Lemma 7 Let Z ,Z be a pair of ordered subsolution and supersolution of (2.22) on R. Then (2.22) has a solution Z(r) such that
(3.16) 4 γ > 0 Case.
In this section, we will find a pair of ordered subsolution and supersolution when γ > 0 under some conditions, which will be specified in Lemma 8 and Lemma 9. Then we can get the existence of the solution of the reduced DPE (2.22) by using Lemma 7. Further, we need to verify that this solution is actually our value function. This result is given in Theorem 2. The admissible control space is defined by Definition 3. Define
Then the equation (2.22) for Z can be written as
It is easy to verify that Z is a subsolution (supersolution) of (2.22) if and only if
Lemma 8 Supose
whereK 1 is a positive constant defined bỹ
Then, any constant K 2 ≤ K 1 is a subsolution of (2.22).
Proof. Since K 2 is a constant, we have
On the other hand, since Q(r) is quadratic, by the definition of K 1 , it is not hard to verify that h(r, K 2 ) > 0, for any constant K 2 ≤ K 1 . Thus, we have
Therefore, K 2 is a subsolution of (2.22).
Q.E.D.
The constant K 1 has the following interpretation. The constant investment control u t = 1 for all t (no wealth in the "riskless" asset) is suboptimal. The solution to the optimal consumption problem with this special choice for u t has value function γ −1 K 1 x γ . Condition (4.4) is equivalent to K 1 > 0. A formal asymptotic analysis suggests (but does not prove) that Z(r) in (2.20) grows quadratically as |r| → ∞. With this in mind, we next seek a quadratic supersolution Z(r) of the form (4.13), where the constants a 1 and a 2 are to be suitably chosen. The bounds (4.8) on the risk sensitivity parameter γ, and the lower bound (4.14) on the discount factor β give sufficient conditions that such a supersolutionZ(r) exists. Later in the section, further restrictions on a 1 , a 2 and β will be imposed in order to ensure that the solutionṼ (x, r) to the dynamic programming equation obtained by the sub/super solution method is indeed the value function V (x, r). See Theorem 3.
Lemma 9
In addition, define
, (4.10)
Let a + , a − be the real roots of µ 1 a 2 + µ 2 a + µ 3 = 0. Then we have
Moreover, for any a 1 ∈ I 1 ≡ (a − , a + ), there exist constants a 2 > K 1 and C 1 (a 1 ), where K 1 is given by (4.5) and C 1 (·) are given by (4.20), such that
is a supersolution of (2.22), provided that β > −C 1 (a 1 ). (4.14)
Proof. Since |ρ| ≤ 1, by (4.7) we can get γ 1 > 0. Moreover, under condition (4.8), it is not hard to verify that (4.12) holds. On the other hand, forZ(r) defined by (4.13), it is easy to verify that
By virtue of (2.9), there exists a ξ ∈ [0, r] such that
Therefore, we have
To ensure thatZ(r) is a supersolution of (2.22), we only need to show that 20) where µ 1 , µ 2 , µ 3 are given by (4.9) − (4.11). Then, by virtue of (4.15), to show (4.16), it is sufficient to show that
A basic calculation implies that λ 1 (a 1 ) > 0, provided that a 1 ∈ I 1 . Then it is not hard to verify that the left hand side of (4.21) is bounded below by C 1 (a 1 ). From the definition, we know that C 1 (a 1 ) only depends on a 1 , c 1 , b, ρ, σ 1 , σ 2 , γ and f (0). Since 0 < γ < min{γ 1 , 1} and a 1 > 0, we have e a 1 r 2 γ−1 ≤ 1.
Thus, if (4.14) holds, then we can take a 2 > K 1 large enough such that
which implies (4.21).
Q.E.D.
Remark 3 From (4.7), we can get that γ 1 ≤ 1 if and only if σ 2 ≥ 2c 1 ρσ 1 .
We have the following existence results for equation (2.22):
Theorem 2 Suppose (4.4), (4.8) and (4.14) hold. Then (2.22) possesses a classical solutionZ(r) such that
22)
where K 1 andZ are given by (4.5) and (4.13), respectively. Definẽ
ThenṼ (x, r) is a classical solution of (2.14).
Proof. It is not hard to verify that K 1 ,Z(r) is a pair of ordered subsolution and supersolution. Then by Lemma 7, there exists a classical solutionZ(r) of (2.22) such that (4.22) holds. By virtue of (4.23), it is not hard to verify thatṼ (x, r) is a classical solution of (2.14).
Q.E.D.
Now we need to verify thatṼ (x, r) is equal to our value function. This will be done in Theorem 3. We will also specify the admissible control space in Definition 3. Before we go to the verification theorem, we need some lemmas. In those lemmas, we always suppose that (r t , t ≥ 0) is a solution of (2.3) − (2.4). The proof is rather standard. Please refer to Pang [Pang] Lemma 1.12 for details.
Lemma 11 Supposev(r) ∈ C 2 (R). In addition, supposev,v r ,v rr are all bounded. Then η(r, T ) ≡ E r ev (r T ) is in C 2,1 (R, [0, ∞)) and it is a classical solution of
This is a direct corollary of Theorem 5.6.1 of A. Friedman [Fr] . where Λ is a constant, provided that
where C 2 (â 1 ) is given by (4.36).
Proof. Define a sequence of functions {Q M (r), M = 1, 2, 3, ...} such that
≤M ;
Then according to Lemma 10, ψ ∈ C 2,1 (R, [0, ∞)) and it is a solution of the problem
It is easy to verify that, under condition (4.27),â − andâ + are real, positive numbers. So we can take anâ 1 such that (4.29) holds. Defineλ
Following the same procedure in the proof of Lemma 9, it is not hard to verify that, under conditions(4.29) and (4.31),ψ(r) ≡ eâ 
Therefore, we must haveξ (r, T ) ≤ 0, ∀r, T.
By definitions ofξ and ξ, we can get ψ(r, T ) ≤ψ(r), ∀r, T.
Define Λ ≡ψ(r). Then Λ is a constant which does not depend on M,M or T . Thus, by the Monotone Convergence Theorem, we can get (4.30).
Q.E.D. 
.
(4.41)
Then for any
where C 2 (â 2 ) is given by (4.36) with ν 1 , ν 2 , ν 3 defined above, there is a constant Λ, which is independent of T , such that
Proof. This is a direct corollary of Lemma 12.
Lemma 14 Define
where K > 8 is a constant. Assume that
there is a constant Λ, which is independent of T , such that
The proof is almost the same as the proof of Lemma 12. So we omit it here. Refer to Pang [Pang] Lemma 1.15 for details.
Lemma 15 Suppose (4.8) holds. Define
where K is the constant in Lemma 14. Then if
we have
Proof. It can be verified by virtue of some basic calculations. For details, please see the proof of Lemma 1.16 in Pang [Pang] . Q.E.D.
Definition 3 (Admissible Control Space) The admissible control space Π is
We have the following lemma: (4.55) and define τ R to be the exit time of (x t , r t ) from the ball {x 2 + r 2 ≤ R 2 }. Then we have
Proof. Since (u t , c t ) ∈ Π, we can get that P (Y t < ∞) = 1. Then, by virtue of Ito's rule, we can get
Then it is easy to verify that Y T ∧τ R ∧τn is a martingale and for any n > 0, and it satisfies EY T ∧τ R ∧τn = 1. Since Y t is non-negative, by virtue of Fatou's lemma, we can get (4.56). Q.E.D.
Theorem 3 Suppose that (4.4), (4.8), (4.38) hold and either (4.51) or (4.52) holds. In addition, assume a 1 ∈ I 1 ∩ I 3 , a 2 ∈ I 2 (4.57) and
where C 1 (·), C 2 (·) and C 3 (·) are given by (4.20), (4.36) and (4.47), respectively. Define V (x, r) as in (2.12) and defineṼ (x, r),Z(r) as in Theorem 2. Then we havẽ
In addition, J(x, r, u . , c . ) reaches its maximum at
Proof. For any admissible control (u t , c t ) ∈ Π, denote G ut,ct as the generator of the process (x t , r t ) under control (u t , c t ). Then, by virtue of the Ito's rule, we can get
where m 1,t and m 2,t are local martingales under P .
Integrate it on [0, T ]. SinceṼ is a classical solution of (2.14), we have
Let τ R define the exit time of (x t , r t ) from the ball {x 2 + r 2 < R 2 }. Then, for every finite T , we havẽ
NotingṼ > 0, by virtue of Fatou's lemma as R → ∞, we can take lim inf to get
Now, let T → ∞, then we havẽ
which holds for any admissible control (u t , c t ) ∈ Π. By the definition of V (x, r), we must have, for any r,Ṽ (x, r) ≥ V (x, r). (4.62)
On the other hand, for control (u * , c * ) defined by (4.60), it is not hard to verify that (u * t , c * t ) ∈ Π. Then, instead of (4.61), we can get
Using the Monotone Convergence Theorem, for any fixed T > 0, we can show that
. Then by virtue of (4.23), we can rewriteṼ (x, r) as
Then for any admissible control (u t , c t ) ∈ Π, using Ito's formula, we can get
Given the above equality, by virtue of the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality, we can get
Using the result of Lemma 16, we have
Thus, we can get
From (4.37), we can get that γ 2 < 1 2 . Since 0 < γ < γ 2 < 1 2 , by virtue of (4.44) and (4.66), we can get l(r, u) ≤ Q 1 (r).
Therefore, for 0 < γ < γ 2 , γQ 1 (r) − β is lower bounded. Choose B such that γQ 1 (r) − β − B ≥ 0. Noting that c * > 0,W (r) ≤ e a1r 2 +a2 and using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have By the definition of m t , we have
For any s ∈ [0, t], by virtue of Lemma 14, we have (4.74) where Λ 1 > 0 is a constant and can be any positive number. Therefore, we must have E r m 2 t < ∞. So m t is a martingale. Using fundamental martingale inequalities, we can show that 75) where Λ 1 is a positive constant. Given this and (4.73), using the Chebyshev Inequality, we can show that
Then, by virtue of the Gronwall's Inequality, it is easy to get (4.71). Combined with (4.70), this implies (4.69). Now, when we let R → ∞ and take lim sup in (4.68), we can use the Monotone Convergence Theorem and Fatou's lemma to get
Then, from (4.58), we can get that δ > 0. Takeβ = β − δ 2 . Then, by virtue of c * ≥ 0, using the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality, we can get 
Combined with (4.62), this implies
Thus, (u * , c * ) is optimal andṼ (x, r) ≡ V (x, r). Q.E.D.
γ < 0 Case
In this section, we will investigate γ < 0 case. The existence results will be given in Theorem 4 and the verification results will be given in Theorem 5. The admissible control space will be specified in Definition 4. Using the same notations as in last section, we can write the equation of Lemma 17 Suppose γ < 0. Define
Then there exists a constantā 3 > 0 such that for any a 3 ≥ā 3
is a subsolution of (5.1).
It can be verified by virtue of direct calculations. See Pang [Pang] Lemma 1.18 for details.
Lemma 18 Suppose γ < 0. Define
is a supersolution of (5.1).
The proof involves a lot of calculations. The techniques used in the proof are very similar to the proof in Lemma 9. Please see Pang [Pang] Lemma 1.19 for details.
Remark 4 From (5.2), (5.3), (5.6) and (5.7) we can see that
In addition, we can take a 3 large enough such that where Z (r) andZ(r) are given by (5.3) and (5.7), respectively. Definẽ
ThenṼ (x, r) is a classical solution of (2.14), and it satisfies
The proof is almost the same as the proof of Theorem 2. So we omit it here.
Lemma 19 Suppose γ < 0. LetZ(r) is a solution of (5.1) which satisfies (5.11). Then we have lim |r|→∞Z r (r) = 0.
(5.14)
Proof. By the definitions ofZ and Z, we can get Suppose thatZ r (r) has a positive local maximum at r m . SinceZ(r) ∈ C 2 (R), by virtue of (5.1), we have thatZ(r) ∈ C 3 (R). Therefore,Z rr (r m ) = 0,Z rrr (r m ) ≤ 0. Defineσ
Noting (2.9), we can get thatf 
If |r m | is big enough, by virtue of (5.18), we will have
Therefore, by virtue of (5.19), we can get
But the right hand side of the above inequality goes to 0 as |r m | goes to +∞, so we must have lim Define the admissible control space Π as follows:
Definition 4 (Admissible Control Space) A control (u t , c t ) ∈ R 2 is in the admissible control space Π, if the following hold:
where A 1 > 0, A 3 > 0 and A 2 are some constants.
We have the following verification theorem:
Theorem 5 Suppose γ < 0 and (5.6) holds. In addition, assume that
Define V (x, r) as in (2.12) and defineṼ (x, r) andZ(r) as in Theorem 4. Then we havẽ
Proof. For any admissible control (u t , c t ) ∈ Π, denote G ut,ct as the generator of the process (x t , r t ) under control (u t , c t ). Then, by Ito's rule, we can get From the definition ofW (r), we know that e Z(r) ≤W (r) ≤ eZ (r) . Thus, by virtue of the definitions of Z(r) andZ(r), we can get thatW (r) is bounded. In addition, from Lemma 19, we know thatZ r (r) is bounded. SinceW r (r) =W (r)Z r (r),W r (r) is also bounded. Therefore, it is not hard to show that m 1,t , m 2,t are both martingales. Now integrate (5.27) on [0, T ]. SinceW (r) is a classical solution of (2.18), it is not hard to verify thatṼ (x, r) is a classical solution of (2.14). Then we have e −βTṼ (x T , r T ) −Ṽ (x, r) ≤ − Therefore, since γ < 0, by virtue of (5.21), we can get Then, let T → ∞ in (5.28) and take lim inf, and we can get V (x, r) ≥ J(x, r, u., c. In addition, sinceZ r (r) is bounded, we can get 
